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Abstract. In this contribution we will provide an overview of the current state and the 
actually ongoing developments in the field of dimensional micro- and nanometrology at PTB. 
That is, we will report on the methods and instruments developed, applied and that are in 
development for high precision, traceable measurements in these important areas of 
dimensional metrology. 
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1. Introduction 

The control of the geometrical dimensions in the industrial production of single components 
and whole systems demands appropriate measurement techniques. The related measurement 
instruments have to be chosen according to different criteria like throughput, robustness, 
price, 3D-capability, in-line ability, measurement range, required resolution and accuracy. 
Meanwhile, dimensional features in the area of micro- and microsystem technology can be 
characterized and controlled during production on the basis of traceable measurement results 
in the same way as in conventional manufacturing process control. In nanotechnology the 
desired properties of the product often depend much stronger on the geometrical dimensions 
or even appear as a consequence of the reduced dimensions and therefore even tighter 
specifications have to be met. Here the progress made in the available measurement 
equipment over the last two decades has just enabled this field of technology. 

Dimensional metrology instruments aiming at the smallest measurement uncertainties 
achievable have to comply with two fundamental requirements. Firstly a well-designed and 
well-characterized positioning system, which provides a relative movement of the 
measurement object with its functional dimensional features of interest with respect to the 
probing system of the measurement instrument, is mandatory. Secondly, a sound physical 
model of the interaction of the probing system with the dimensional features of the sample 
should be available and applied in the evaluation of the measurement results. This is 
particularly important if the size of the features comes close to the resolution limit of the 
probing system. The measurement of some geometrical properties, for example the diameter 
of nanoparticles, is simply impossible without considering the probe sample interaction.  

We will show examples of different probing methods in this paper, namely tactile, opto-
tactile, optical and electron beam methods and discuss challenges for future developments in 
micro- and nanometrology. 

2. Micrometrology 

In micrometrology the dimensions of measurement objects are usually in the range of some 
100 m to some mm. Typically the required measurement uncertainties of the dimensional 
features are in the range of 0.1 µm or below. Several metrology institutes developed, built and 
meanwhile operate suitable reference measurement systems for dimensional characterization 
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of microcomponents and microsystems [1-3]. Optimized probe systems adapted to these small 
objects, which were required have been developed as well. Here the reduction and a better 
control of the probing force had to be established. The contributions of the PTB also were 
threefold, namely development of a reference micro-CMM [1], the development of improved 
probing systems [4-8] and the development of a micro- and nanoforce measurement facility 
[9,10]. 

Micro- and Nanoforce facility 

  
Fig. 1. Schematic of the Micro- and Nanoforce measurement facility (left) and the measured force caused by an 

incident laser beam 

The necessary reduction of the probe size and the probing force required to measure the 
dimensions of microstructures sufficiently accurate possessed a real challenge. In order to be 
able to measure these forces as well as the stiffness of AFM cantilevers a Micro- and 
Nanonewton measurement facility has been built [9,10], which has a measurement range from 
10 µN to 1 nN with a resolution of 1 pN. It is based on the measurement of the displacement 
of a disc pendulum and uses electrostatic stiffness reduction and force compensation. In 
addition an identical reference pendulum is employed for the compensation of thermal and 
seismic noise. It is shown in Fig. 1 together with the measurement results of the force acting 
in case a laser beam ( = 633nm) with an optical power of 7 mW hits the measurement disc. 

Microprobe developments 
Historically an opto-tactile probe was first developed and also transferred to industry as a 2D 
measurement probe [4]. It basically consists of a fiber ball probe with diameters down to 
15 µm which is illuminated by the fibre and whose position is measured with a CCD camera. 
This system recently was enhanced to provide full 3D probing capability by analysis of the 
speckle pattern of a fibre ball if it is illuminated by a coherent light source [5].  

In addition a 3D tactile microprobe was developed in cooperation with the Institute for 
Microtechnology at the TU Braunschweig. Here the deformation of a so-called silicon boss 
membrane is measured by means of integrated piezoresistive transducers [6]. The deformation 
of the membrane is caused by deflections of a microprobe fixed to the centre part of the 
membrane (boss). This 3D sensor allows to measure forces as well as displacements and 
different probe configurations were reported (ball diameter, shaft length, boss type). Both 
types of probe are used in the CMM (see below). A third development of a probe system 
which is also suitable for characterization of microcomponents is an assembled cantilever 
probe (ACP) [7]. Here two AFM-cantilevers are glued together so that they form approxi- 
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Fig 2. Microprobe systems developed and used at the PTB for characterization of microcomponents. Left: 
opto-tactile 3D probe; middle: Si boss membrane 3D microprobe (with Euro Cent coin for size 
comparison); right: ACP probe (assembled cantilever probe). 

mately a right angle (see fig. 2), so that the deflection of the 1st, vertical cantilever can be 
transferred to the 2nd, horizontal cantilever and detected by a conventional AFM head. The 
ACP probes have been used successfully to measure the form of sidewalls of micro gears [7]. 
Fig. 2 shows the three described microprobe systems, which all allow to measure the 
dimensional features of interest on the accessible surface areas of microcomponents. 

For the characterization of object features which are normally inaccessible for tactile probes 
or which are completely hidden within the measurement object, like e.g. inclusions, x-ray 
based industrial computed tomography (CT) techniques are increasingly used. The PTB has 
contributed to this metrology area by development of suitable standards and by basic 
investigations with respect to the traceability of the CT measurement results [11] and will 
continue to investigate the application of CT techniques also in the field of micrometrology. 

Reference Micro Coordinate Measuring Machine 

 

Fig. 3.  Schematic of the µCMM (left) and typical repeatability of a flatness measurement (md: distance of the 
measurement trace the of fibre probe from the upper edge of the optical flat) 

The CMM is based on a commercially available coordinate measuring machine with 
improved air bearings and high resolution Zerodur scales using an opto-tactile fibre probe for 
the localization of microstructures. It has been equipped with a metrology frame, which 
contains six laser interferometers for high-precision position and guiding deviation 
measurements, a Zerodur cuboid carrying the mirror surfaces for the laser interferometers to 
which the fibre probe is fixed, and an invar support for the measuring objects to which the 
reference mirrors of the interferometers are fixed. This led to a reduced measurement volume 
of 24 mm x 34 mm x 35 mm. The orthogonality and flatness deviations of the Zerodur 
measuring surfaces have been measured and taken into account in the equation of motion of 
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the probing sphere. Therefore the CMM is capable of providing directly traceable 
measurements. As a first performance test, the flatness of an optical flat has been measured 
with the fibre probe. Measuring-depth-dependent and probing-force-dependent shifts of the 
probing position were observed. In order to reduce the scattering of the probing points, 77 
data sets were taken and averaged for the measurement of one coordinate point. This has led 
to measuring times of several hours for one plane and to strong thermal drifts. A typical 
repeatability of this type of measurements is shown in the diagram of figure 3. The expanded 
measurement uncertainty is 236 nm. If the drift contribution is omitted 61 nm are obtained so 
that the uncertainty can be considerably reduced by a reduction of the measurement time. 

In addition a F25, a µCMM made by Zeiss was investigated. It offers a much larger range of 
130 mm x 130 mm x 100 mm, which also leads to an increase of the achievable measurement 
uncertainty. It closes the gap in the measurement capabilities of the large CMMs and the 
CMMs. Zeiss specifies an uncertainty of about (0.4 +L/666) m, where L is in mm. Recent 
investigations at PTB on calibration objects like a special Zerodur ball plate have shown, that 
measurement uncertainties in the range of 50 nm for the ball positions could be achieved 
under optimum circumstances with this type of µCMM.  

The transition from micro- to nanometrology is smooth. There are objects with outer 
dimensions in the mm range with either nanosized features of interest or with very small 
dimensional tolerances, which need to be characterized precisely. In order to deal with this 
challenge, a metrological large range scanning probe microscope (LR-SPM) was developed at 
the PTB [12] which allows to use the full positioning range of 25 mm x 25 mm x 5 mm of the 
so-called Nano Positioning and Nano Measuring Machine [12] for traceable dimensional 
measurements with a nominal resolution of 0.1 nm. The motion control, data acquisition and 
data evaluation software of this instrument has recently been enhanced by integration of the 
CMM software Quindos. Therefore it can now be applied to precisely calibrate 3D reference 
objects for micro-coordinate metrology. Figure 3 shows on the left side a set of two spheres in 
a nominal distance of 3 mm with 1 mm radius each and an example of the repeatability of 
distance calibrations, which was obtained by the LR-SPM using the Si boss membrane probe 
shown before [6]. Also shown in the same figure on the right side is an SEM image of a 
precision micropyramid with landmark type test structures, which was produced by focussed 
ion beam figuring techniques. Such a micropyramid structure can be calibrated by instruments 
like e.g. the metrological LR-SPM and can then be used as a 3D calibration artefact for other 
types of SPMs or SEMs [13]. 
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Fig. 4. Left: Test object of 2 small spheres in 3 mm nominal distance with 1 mm radius each and repeatability 
of the distance measurement results as obtained by the metrological LR-SPM of the PTB. Right: SEM 
(top) and SPM image (34 µm scan range) of a micropyramid which is used as a 3D microscope 
calibration artefact. 

Nanometrology 

Nanotechnology usually utilizes size-dependent phenomena that enable novel applications 
[14], which usually start to appear at feature sizes smaller than 100 nm. It requires the 
understanding and control of matter and processes at the nanoscale, below 100 nanometres in 
one or more dimensions. In order to be able to control the related processes, appropriate 
measurement techniques with an adequate spatial resolution have to be developed and 
employed. Here we will provide an overview of the measurement capabilities of the PTB in 
dimensional nanometrology.  

As already mentioned in the preceding section there are also microstructures whose 
dimensional properties, like height, width and distance, have to be measured with 
uncertainties in the nanometer range. Probably the highest requirements occur in surface 
metrology. Here the “high resolution topo scan” (HRTS) [15], a 2-dimensional surface 
profiler, developed at the PTB, started to operate lately. For one-dimensional traceable length 
calibrations of line scales, photomasks and incremental encoders on substrates up to 600 mm 
with uncertainties down to a few nm only, the PTB is operating a special vacuum interference 
comparator, the so-called “Nanometer Comparator” [16,17]. The length of gauge blocks with 
suitable surface quality can be measured with even lower uncertainty [18]. Such samples are 
used to determine the thermal expansion coefficients and the compressibility and to 
investigate the stability of materials. The accurate knowledge of these material parameters, 
including their uncertainties, is a necessary prerequisite for measurements of larger parts with 
measurement uncertainties in the single nanometer range. Small angle measuring devices are 
key components in deflectometer set-ups which are used for high precision flatness and 
synchrotron mirror metrology [19]. They have also to be used for the characterization of the 
angle deviation of the scan apparatus, which are required for a reliable determination of the 
Abbe error contribution to the measurement uncertainty. Such measurements require high 
precision angle calibrations. Therefore investigations are ongoing to improve the 
measurement performance of electronic autocollimators and their calibration procedures [20].  

Optical methods 
Optical microscopy is despite its rather low resolution still widely in use in nanotechnology. 
Progress in the technology of available light sources, in the design of optical materials, 
elements and their production, the efficiency of the image detectors (CCD-cameras as well as 
photo diodes and photomultipliers) lead together with the increase of the image data 
acquisition and processing capabilities to a steady increase of their performance. The PTB 
already participates in these developments for a long time. High resolution optical UV 
microscopes operating at a wavelength of 365 nm are already in use for quite a while in the 
line width and photo mask calibration service.  

Fig. 5 shows a schematic of the new deep UV transmission microscope [21], which is 
currently being set up and which is especially designed for line width (critical dimensions or 
CD) measurements of micro- and nanostructures. The optical resolution is about 100 nm. The 
main application will be CD metrology of photo masks used in optical lithography. The high 
lateral resolution will be obtained by using of 193 nm excimer laser radiation for illumination 

in conjunction with a high-aperture objective (NA= 0.9) of highest quality (Strehl ratio 0.99) 
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Fig. 5. Schematic of the new 193 nm microscope and first performance data 

The illumination and imaging system will provide various imaging modes, ranging from 
ordinary brightfield to specially structured illumination schemes. Traceability will be 
accomplished through an integrated laser interferometer. The mechanical set-up is 
characterized by an ultra-stable bridge construction on a granite base and has been designed 
with special emphasis on realizing a positioning stability in the nanometer range. The 
projected (2) measurement uncertainty for line width measurements on photomasks 
(chromium on quartz) is only 10 nm.  

Another trend is the use of non-imaging methods for the measurements of nanostructures. 
Figure 6 shows the basic operation principle and the realization of the new DUV 
scatterometer of the PTB [22]. This versatile setup allows reflectrometric, diffractometric and 
ellipsometric measurements of a wide range of different samples and various wavelengths 
ranging from 840 nm down to 193 nm.  

 

Fig. 6. Basic operation principle and realization of the new PTB DUV scatterometer. 

The optical diffraction pattern of grating structures does not only contain information about 
the mean pitch, but also about other dimensional features of interest of the grating structures 
like the height, top CD or bottom CD and sidewall angle. To extract information on these 
structure parameters from measured optical diffraction pattern, one has to solve the inverse 
scattering problem. Therefore it is necessary to rigorously model the interaction of light with 
a 3D structure geometry, for which PTB uses Maxwell solvers either based on the rigorous 
coupled wave analysis method (RCWA) or a finite element method (FEM) [23]. Such 
simulations are also required for the aforementioned line width measurements by means of 
optical microscopy. Due to the mathematical complexity of this particular task, the PTB 
closely cooperates with institutes of applied mathematics [24].  

The wavelength used at the PTB scatterometers for the characterization of nanograting 
structures ranges from the VIS over DUV (193 nm) to EUV (13 nm). The latter wavelength 
range is available at the Berlin synchrotron storage rings BESSY II and the new PTB 
Metrology Light Source (MLS) [25]. 
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In the recent international comparison on 2D gratings called Nano 5 [26], the PTB has 
participated with a diffractometer (=496 nm, 476 nm and 266 nm) set-up and with the LR-
SPM. The measurement results of both instruments on the two comparison standards with 
nominal pitches of 300 nm and 1000 nm were in good agreement with the comparison 
reference values. Standard uncertainties of the PTB results e.g. for the mean x-pitch of the 
300 nm 2D grating sample were 12 pm for the diffractometer and 5.6 pm for the LR-SPM. In 
contrary to the diffraction methods the LR-SPM also provides information on the local pitch 
variation of the sample. Another international comparison on optical diffraction 
measurements of 1D gratings also showed a good agreement of results between the four 
participating national metrology institutes [27]. 

Scanning electron microscopy 
In the preceding section the importance of appropriate physical models for the simulation of 
the measurement signal and for the extraction of the measurand out of this signal was 
emphasized. These are necessary prerequisites for traceable measurements as well as for the 
accurate determination of the accompanying measurement uncertainties of these precision 
measurements. In electron beam based metrology, especially in scanning electron microscopy 
(SEM) the situation is similar, although the primary SEM beam spot offers a much higher 
resolution of down to 1 nm only.  
 
However, the primary electrons initiate a series of elastic and inelastic scattering events in the 
solid state material which effectively reduce the achievable spatial resolution. For the 
simulation of these scattering events and for the generation of secondary and backscattered 
electrons which are detected for SEM image signal generation, the PTB uses its self-
developed Monte Carlo based simulation programs [28].  
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Fig. 7.  The Electron Optical Metrology System in the PTB clean room centre and results of CD calibrations 
by the EOMS (top CD) and UV transmission microscopy (CD at 50 % height of the line features [29]). 

On the basis of these simulation programs, the PTB has developed special edge detection 
algorithms, which are used for traceable SEM line width metrology. One example is an 
exponential fit operator for determination of the top width of a line which is based on the 
electron diffusion characteristics of secondary electrons emitted in the vicinity of edges of 
line structures. Figure 7 shows a photo of the Electron Optical Metrology System (EOMS) 
which is used for SEM measurements on larger planar objects together with the results of a 
comparison measurement with UV transmission microscopy on different line features on a 
chrome on quartz mask [29]. Another application of SEM modeling and measurement of 
increasing importance, that has been pursued by the PTB, is the traceable characterization of 
the size and shape of nanoparticles [30]. Here the PTB also collaborates with partners from 
academia, other national metrology institutes and industry in an EU-funded project. 
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Scanning Probe Microscopy 
Scanning probe microscopy (SPM) has also an important role in high resolution 
characterization as well as in the creation and manipulation of nanostructures and 
nanoobjects. The PTB is involved in the field of scanning probe based dimensional metrology 
since it emerged.  

The first metrology instruments were home-built scanning tunnelling microscopes (STMs) 
with a capacitive based position feedback employed to overcome the insufficient properties of 
the piezoelectric materials used to provide the scan motion. The capacitive displacement 
sensors were calibrated by means of heterodyne interferometry [31,32]. Both, a scanning 
sample design as well as a scanning probe design were implemented. However, STM 
measurements can only be performed at well conducting samples and, due to the very small 
tip sample distance, with very low speed. Therefore the scanning force detection scheme was 
adapted as soon as it became available [33]. The use of scanning optical near field 
microscopes was also investigated [34]. Due to the difficulties in the interpretation of the 
images and the lack of high quality commercially available probes these activities were 
abandoned. The plans to obtain well defined position standards by producing nanostructures 
coupled to the surface lattice using SPM based nanolithography were also dismissed due to 
missing knowledge of the fundamentals of the structure formation process [35]. Also an ultra-
precision interference comparator that used two scanning tunnelling microscopes as surface 
probes [36] was implemented. The instrument was supposed to measure gauge blocks but the 
measurement uncertainties achieved were far behind those of the optical gauge block 
interferometers [18] and therefore this approach was not followed further. In addition, in a 
collaboration with the TU Ilmenau, interferometers where integrated in the AFM Veritekt 
(built by former company Carl Zeiss Jena) to set up a traceable metrology AFM [37]. Other 
instrument developments were the successful adaptation and upgrade of the Nano Measuring 
Machine NMM (from SIOS Messtechnik GmbH) to the metrological LR-SPM already 
mentioned, the development of a large sample AFM (Nanostation 300, development 
performed in cooperation with former company S.I.S.) for measuring photomasks [38], the 
integration of home built STM and AFM with the combined optical and X-ray interferometer 
(COXI) [39,40] and the AFM designed to study tip-sample interactions [41]. In addition a 
number of commercial instruments are in use. Currently an AFM with a short scan range (5 
m x 5 m x 5 m) is being set up. It comprises of a novel type of CMOS sensor based and 
FPGA processed interferometers. This AFM is intended for highly accurate measurements of 
nanostructures like nanoparticles and lithography features in the range below 1 m. A 
discussion of the metrological design and functional principle of the interferometers is to be 
published in [42].  

Both the LR-SPM and the Nanostation 300 have the capability to probe in full 3D  

 
Fig. 8. Nanostation 300 and an AFM image of a silicon surface with the monoatomic steps resolved. 
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vectorially. The limitation of raster scanning along two horizontal axes with equidistant 
sampling points has been overcome offering a method to image sidewalls of structure with a 
high aspect ratio. This is a prerequisite in accurate linewidth metrology. Figure 8 shows a 
picture of the Nanostation 300 and an AFM image in which the monoatomic steps of the 
imaged silicon surface are resolved. An absolute position error of 2 to 3 µm over the whole 
motion range of 300 mm by 550 mm of the coarse positioning, air bearing stage allows to 
position areas to be investigated underneath the AFM scan head sufficiently well so that the 
position error can easily be corrected by adjusting the offsets of the AFM scan range. It 
should be noted that before an AFM scan starts the stage is set down and the air bearings are 
turned off to eliminate their contribution to the noise. In this way, as shown in figure 8, the 
instrument is able to resolve monoatomic steps on a silicon surface (step height approx. 0.3 
nm) using a tube scanner in the normal scan mode.  

 
Fig. 9. Left scan profiles of a line structure. Right: Results of repeated line width measurements. 

In the conventional mode an AFM scans the surface line-by-line, while the tip remains in the 
interaction regime all the time and the controller tries to keep the force interaction constant. In 
the new mode of this instrument single points are probed: the tip is approached until the 
interaction force reaches a predefined threshold and several readings of all 3 position axes of 
the scanner as well as readings of the interaction signals are taken. The tip is retracted after 
each point and moved to the next position, which may be located in arbitrary distance. For 
each probing point, the signal values are averaged. A sequence of such probing points is taken 
to obtain profiles of a line structure from which the line width (critical dimension CD) is 
evaluated.  In the left diagram of Fig. 9 repeated profiles of a line structure are shown. Details 
of the sidewalls have been resolved. In the right diagram results of 200 line width 
measurements obtained from repeated scans are shown. The results exhibit a scatter below 
2 nm and show only, if at all, a small trend towards larger line width values, which indicates 
that the tip shape is preserved. In the case of tip wear of boot shaped tips, the line width 
values would decrease. 

The line profile data of the left diagram allows to retrieve the important details of the line 
structure, like the side wall angle, corner roundings and footings and the height, which are 
required as input parameters for the simulation of the optical and electron-optical images and 
optical scattering and diffraction signals. Therefore the AFM complements these methods.  

While the geometrical influence of the tip geometry can be treated adequately [43,44] the 
simulation of the image formation process has just been started. It seems that the models of 
the physical tip-sample interaction need to be refined considerably although the results 
presented at the recent nanoscale conference are very promising [45]. It should be mentioned 
here that these results still need to be transferred from ultrahigh vacuum to ambient 
conditions. The PTB has also started investigations here, which have been documented in 
[46,47]. The results show already that the physical tip-sample interaction, and therefore the 
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image signal of the AFM, changes drastically at steep sidewalls.  
 
Conclusion 

The PTB has a strong commitment to both, dimensional micro- and nanotechnology. 
To be able to perform dimensional measurements at the highest level of accuracy requires 
specialized and often especially developed instruments and a complete understanding of 
measurement signals including the interaction of probe and sample. The assumption that this 
interaction does not vary during the coarse of the measurement is no longer justified.  
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